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Introduction
In 2015 the UN General Assembly launched the Sustainable Development Goals, successor to
the Millennium Development Goals from 2000. Another declaration from the same meeting
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renewed a set of undertakings, begun in 2003 under the auspices of the International
Telecommunications Union and entitled the World Summit on the Information Society. This
declaration makes explicit the merging of future decisions on internet-design, access, and use
with these renewed Development goals and the human rights dimensions of achieving these
goals in a world premised on the supraterritoriality of internet-dependent media and
communications2.
“We reaffirm our common desire and commitment to…build a people-centred,
inclusive and development-oriented Information Society...premised on the purposes
and principles of the Charter of the United Nations, and respecting fully and
upholding the Universal Declaration of Human Rights”.3
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Even at a symbolic level, high-level utterances such as these have been a source of some
encouragement for those mobilizing across the spectrum of human rights at this particular
policymaking nexus. Edward Snowden’s whistleblowing in 2013 on US-led programs of
state-sponsored programs of mass online surveillance - deployed in the name of western
democratic values -played no small part in the shift from the margins to the centre that human
rights-based agendas for the online environment have made, in the internet heartlands at
least4.

Geopolitical and techno-legal power struggles over ownership and control of largely
commercial web-based goods and services, and how these proprietary rights implicate shared
guardianship of the internet’s planetary infrastructure with UN member-states, were being
thrown into relief two years after Edward Snowden went public with evidence of US-led
programs of mass online surveillance. Presaged by Wikileaks and worldwide social
movements for social and political change (e.g. the Arab Uprisings, Occupy and Indignados
campaigns), these revelations have contributed to the politicization of a generation of “digital
natives”. The rise in mobile/smart phone usage and internet-access in the Global South, and in
Asia underscores a longer-term generational shift towards an online realm of human
experience and relationships. Ongoing disclosures of just how far, and how deeply
governmental agencies and commercial service providers can reach into the online private and
working lives of billions of internet users have thereby exposed how passionately young
people regard internet access as an entitlement, a “right”, their mobile, digital and networked
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communications devices (currently called smart-phones) as indispensable to their well-being
and sense of belonging.5

This rise in the public profile of the human rights-internet nexus has accompanied a
comparable leap up the ladder of media, and scholarly interest in how traditional human rights
issues play out on - and through - the internet’s planetary infrastructure, as the web becomes a
global platform for bearing witness to rights abuses on the ground 6. Going online (e.g. using
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email for interviews, being active on social media platforms) exposes web-dependent
generations of bloggers/journalists, political dissidents, and human rights defenders to threats
of another order, enables perpetrators with a digital, computer-mediated constitution. This is
not only because our online presence – personal information, activities and networks - can be
tracked and monitored, but also because these activities can lead to networked forms of abuse,
bullying and harassment. In some parts of the world, posting material seen as overly critical
of vested interests or a challenge to social and political power incurs prison sentences,
beatings, and even death when blocking and censorship do not suffice 7. The normalization of
internet censorship techniques (e.g. denial of access, content filtering, or website blocking) go
hand-in-hand with the legalization of the pervasive and sophisticated forms of state-sponsored
online surveillance that Snowden brought to the public domain. On the other hand, they
reveal comparable excesses from commercial service providers whose intimate monitoring of
what people do online include automated forms of data-tracking and data-retention practices
without clear forms of accountability. As campaigns and reports from media, and internetbased civil liberties watchdogs show (e.g. Witness, Reporters Without Borders, Article 19,
Privacy International, or Global Voices), these policies have substantial implications for the
protection of fundamental rights and freedoms not only on the ground but also online8. As
these practices become less extraordinary, repackaged as pre-emptive security measures if not
acceptable levels of intrusion into the private online lives of individuals and whole
7
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communities, they underscore the ways in which public and private powers at the onlineoffline nexus have succeeded in normalizing practices that render citizens as putative suspects
(guilty until proven innocent) and commodities (‘you are the product’ as the saying goes) in
turn9.

Official recognition, from the UN Human Rights Council this goes as far back as 2012, that
online human rights matter too points to the legal and ethical complexities of this technopolitical terrain however. It begs the question of how human rights jurisprudence can account
for the digital and the networked properties of internet-dependent media and communications
that are trans-border by design; or how emerging issues, such as online anonymity or
automated data-gathering and analysis, challenge legal jurisdictions and jurisprudence based
on customary law but also pivoting on the landed borders of state sovereignty10. Recognizing
9
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that human rights exist online is not the same as being able to fully exercise and enjoy those
rights. In this context, the glacial tempo of intergovernmental treaty negotiations, or legal
rulings, have a hard time keeping up with the hi-speed velocity of commercial applications
and market penetration of today’s Tech Giants.

Are Digital Rights also Human Rights?
That there are inherently digital and internet-worked dimensions to the legal, moral, and
political complexities of international human rights brings legislators, software designers, and
judiciaries face-to-face with an inconvenient truth of the age. If human rights law and norms
are indeed applicable to the online environment then disproportionate levels of automated
personal data retention, alongside the insidiousness of pre-emptive forms of online
surveillance, imply suitable and internationally acceptable law. A next generation of legal
instruments that can articulate more clearly how existing human rights, such as Freedom of
Expression or Privacy, should be guaranteed if both state surveillance measures, and
commercial forms of monitoring, data-collection, and retention continue along their current
trajectories are in their infancy. The tension between how judiciaries and politicians are
reconsidering their own remits in this regard, their relative ignorance of the technicalities of
internet-design, access, and use is one pressure point. Conversely, technical standard-setters,
engineers, software developers, and corporate strategists have to confront the ethical and legal
demands that rights-based sensibilities bring to their de facto authority as technical experts
and proprietors in the global business of internet-based products and services. The difference
between the respective areas of expertise and commitment that reside within these decision-

7

making constituencies stretches out beyond the “internet freedom” versus “internet
sovereignty” rhetoric of lobby-groups and opinion-makers. It affects the terms of debate about
who does, or who should control the internet in ways that shifts the usual positioning of states
and markets as antagonists, polar opposites in this stand-off, to where they have been along
the internet’s timeline to date, co-protagonists.11

Several high-profile court cases notwithstanding12, for most people knowing your rights as
they may apply when you are online are only one side of the coin. Being able to fight for your
11
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rights online is another. Having the know-how goes alongside the want-to and the
wherewithal in this regard. Addressing this particular “disconnect” has been one of the main
reasons behind various campaigns to raise awareness of human rights for the online
environment on the one hand and, on the other, for how international law places obligations
on designers and policy-makers at the national and international level. Yet, arguments about
why indeed human rights matter for our online lives, and who is responsible for taking action
- the individual, the government, or the service provider - rage over most people’s heads.
Recent public debates, in the EU at least, are steeped in a post-neoliberal rhetoric of whether
the “not so bad” of government regulation is an antidote for the “not so good” of runaway
market-leaders in internet services who have access to the private online lives of up to one in
seven people on the planet. The disconnect between this everyday level of onlineness and
what people know about how their digital footprints are being monitored, let alone what they
believe they can do about it, is underscore by the entrenchment of commercial service
provision; in the workplace, schools and universities, hospitals and government departments.
For instance, “free” cloud computing services come with a price as commercial service
providers set the terms of use of essential services (from email to data-storage) in the long
term. With that they become private gatekeepers of future access to public, and personal
archives of digital content (so-called big data) housed in corporate server farms around the
world. 13
http://www.economist.com/news/international/21621804-google-grapples-consequences-controversial-rulingboundary-between.
13
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Shifting Historical Contexts and Terms of Reference
Some points from a wider institutional and historical perspective bear mentioning at this
point. First, any talk of human rights has to take into account the trajectory of successive
generations of international human rights law and norms. The UN system and its memberstates is the progenitor and inheritor of existing human rights norms has an implicit stake in
any decisions that affect the future of internet-design, access, use, data and contentmanagement. This means that human rights advocacy for the internet enters ongoing debates
about the legal stature and implementation of so-called first generation human rights treaties
and covenants that make up the International Bill of Rights, i.e. the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights (UDHR, 1948), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR, 1966), and the often overlooked International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights (ICESCR, 1966), inter alia. In this respect human rights treaty negotiations
and a patchy record of ratification over seventy years are branded by the ways in which the
US continues to exercise its political, military and hi-tech hegemony in material and
discursive ways. 14

Second, as scholars and judiciaries start to tackle these issues, as they play out online but also
at the online-offline nexus, they are confronted with the political and legal limits of the
Westphalian international state system and its jurisprudence. Despite notable exceptions (e.g.
agreements on the Law of the Sea, Outer Space, on custodianship of the environmental
14
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integrity of the Antarctic and Artic regions) and debates about the security implications of
conceiving the internet and its cyberspaces as a global commons 15, the current system is
fuelled by the aforementioned institutionalized privilege of state-centric rule of law and
bounded citizenries thus structuring the horizon of possibility for change. The ways in which
ordinary people, corporate actors, social movements, and transnational networks - from global
financial markets to criminal organizations - use internet technologies have been rattling the
cage of this geopolitical status quo for some time however. The rest of the text of the UN
resolution cited above attempts to link this historical world order to the emergence of
multistakeholder decision-making as a substitute to multilateral institution-building16.

Third, alongside the formative role that prominent civil society organizations, and emerging
global networks representing the ‘technical community’ play (the Global Network Initiative,
Internet Society, or the Internet Engineering Task Force for example) in promoting so-called
multistakeholder participation as the sine qua non of internet policymaking, corporate actors
play no small part in delimiting this horizon of possibility as well17. This is a role that grants
15
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these players policymaking power - in kind rather than by international treaty - through the
proprietary rights of commercial enterprise, and copyright18.

In this respect it is a misnomer to talk of the influence that internet-dependent media and
communication have on society, culture, and politics in simple, techno-determinist terms. Nor
is it elucidating to continue labelling the last quarter-century’s successive generations of
internet-service provisions, news and entertainment, and user-generated content as “new”
media. It is tempting. But recourse to such binaries serves to derail more nuanced, and
informed interventions. One reason is that an ongoing preoccupation about value that
undergirds these entrenched binaries (e.g. “existing” versus “new” rights, “old” media versus
new/social media) obstructs considerations of how the exercise, or being deprived of our
rights already matter in online settings. It also presumes that pre-internet and/or offline
domains of sociocultural, or political engagement are of a higher moral order, innocent and
without violence. The record shows they are not.

This insight then can then shift entrenched value-hierarchies that position successive
generations of internet-based mobilization, forms of solidarity and dissent (e.g. e-petitions,
social media campaigns, community-building) lower on the political pecking order of
authenticity, such as the pre-internet forms of mobilization and publicity of 20th century civil
rights and other social movements. More familiar displays of solidarity such as street
marches, hardcopy petitioning, print and televisual media presence, are also not without
abuses of privilege, empty rhetoric, or opportunism. Besides, these once older ‘new social
movements’ have gone online, gone digital also, adopting commercial social media tools as
18
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fast as possible over the last five to ten years. It also means to stop worrying, quite so much,
about whether younger generations who are now living, and loving through their mobile and
other computer screens for that reason alone19. What is needed instead is to explore how these
modalities for social interaction and intimacy matter to these web-embedded generations, on
their own terms within the changing terms of proprietary, or state-sanctioned access and use.
These conceptual, even philosophical issues are as integral to the outcome of social
mobilization around human rights online as they are for decisions that affect the hardware and
software constellations that make internet-based communications function in design and
implementation terms. These no longer simply added to our world, they increasingly frame
and co-constitute the world in which we live.

But what we have to focus on here is how the Snowden revelations underscore, as did
whistleblowing trailblazers before him20, that nation-states’ chequered human rights record in
the offline world are integral to international human rights advocacy for the online world.
Incumbent and emerging powers in the UN system, from within and outside the internet’s
historical heartlands, have different views of their “roles and responsibilities” and with that
different degrees of tolerance to civil society demands for equal footing in decisions about its
future operations. Likewise for those global corporate players objecting to state interference,
19

Daria Kuss, “Connections aren’t conversations – while technology enables, it can also interfere”, The
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20
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with or without the tacit support of their allies in government, whose business models go to
the heart of how contemporary, increasingly privatized internet goods and services operate 21.
There has also been a move towards at least a nominal recognition that human rights and the
internet-policymaking do and, indeed, should mix within powerful agencies opposed to direct
forms of government regulation as a point of principle; e.g. the once US-incorporated Internet
Corporation of Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) 22. The ante has been upped thereby
for governments, post-Snowden, claiming the higher moral ground by virtue of their legal
responsibilities under international human rights law in the face of state-sponsored abuses of
fundamental rights and freedoms in turn.

What does this mean at the techno-economic and political level of national and international
negotiations between public and private players who control the national and international
policy agendas?23 First, it brings representatives of those intergovernmental organizations,
non-governmental organizations such as standard-setting bodies of expert networks used to
working behind the scenes under public scrutiny. Second, this increased scrutiny implicates
21
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commercial actors also, whose global market share also imputes to them decision-making
powers normally reserved for governments, national sovereigns of old 24. I am referring here
to the geographical and proprietary advantage of those largely but not exclusively US-owned
corporations that own and control the lion’s share of devices, applications, and platforms that
control what people do, and where they go once online. Their emerging competitors,
counterparts in China and Russia who also exercise power over their citizens’ access and use
of respective social media tools, online goods and services are not beyond reproach either 25.

No power-holder, public or private, has been left untouched by Snowden’s whistleblowing.
Now in the spotlight incumbent powerbrokers have started to concede, at least in principle,
that the “hard” realities of technical standard-making, infrastructure design are not separate
from “soft” human rights considerations; “only” a technical problem, business matter, or state
affair. What has been achieved in getting human rights squarely on technical and legislative
agendas is not negligible from a wider historical perspective. Even if this means only looking
back over the last decade or so, ten years is a lifetime in computing terms. In this period,
industry and government sponsored “high-level” declarations of principles alongside UNbrokered reviews of global internet governance frameworks, and diverse intergovernmental

24
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undertakings have taken off 26. There has also been a mushrooming of rights-based
declarations for the online environment from civil society organizations and lobby groups, the
business sector, and national political parties around the world27. Organizations and networks
that were once quite shy of the “human rights” label have started to frame their work in
various sorts of (digital) rights-speak even if, for some critics, these changes in strategy
presage the excesses of regulations28.

Futures and Pasts - Charting a Course
Those with an historical disposition may also note that these practical and ideational
contentions retrace the history of competing social justice and media advocacy agendas at the
international level repeating itself. There is some truth to this given an under-recognized
genealogy of human rights-based approaches to the media/internet that go back to the earliest
days of the UN (e.g. Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights), into the late
20th century (the New World and Information Communication Order) and this one (the initial

26
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World Summit on the Information Society 2003-2005) 29. As a consciously dissenting voice
civil society rights-based initiatives along this historical media-internet spectrum have also
had their precursors; the Communication Rights for the Information Society (CRIS), and the
Internet Rights Charter campaigns from the Association for Progressive Communications
(APC) are two cases in point.

More recent ‘digital rights’ initiatives tacitly take their cue from these earlier iterations as they
also do from at least three, formative initiatives that encapsulate these efforts up to 2014;
namely the Charter of Human Rights and Principles for the Internet from the Internet Rights
and Principles Coalition (IRPC) launched in 2010-11, the Brazilian Marco Civil, underway at
the same time and finally passed into law in 2014, and the Council of Europe’s Guide to
Human Rights for Internet Users endorsed in 2014. Taken together they comprise they
address lawmakers, judiciaries, and broader publics in a modality that is distinct from, yet
resonates with human rights advocacy. 30
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Even the harshest critics of institutionally-situated forms of rights activism, or of human
rights themselves on philosophical grounds, are witnessing such undertakings that focus on
internet media and communications become public record, housed online in the UN archives,
used as primary documentation and reference points in emerging jurisprudence and research.
This is, I would argue, a victory in the medium-term given years of concerted indifference
from prominent governments, industry leaders, and civil society organizations uneasy about
seeing human rights shift “up” into cyberspace in the face of unaddressed abuses on the
ground. For this reason this boom in rights-based utterances can be seen as a good thing, at
this stage in the road. More is, indeed, more. By the same token, to be sustainable, human
rights advocacy for the internet and, conversely, approaches that isolate specific rights as they
pertain to particular design issues have their work cut out to make these techno-legally
complex issues meaningful in practice. The ways in which the economic benefits of the “real
name systems” underpinning social networking business models and projected usefulness of
the same for law enforcement agencies trip up fundamental freedoms such as privacy,
freedom of expression, and association for vulnerable groups is one example31. The relatively
high entry-threshold of terminology and specialized knowledge that confronts not only the
average person, but also the average manager, or university, school, or hospital administrator
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is another challenge in this regard. That work has barely begun and those organizations and
grassroots networks doing this kind of educational and support work at the online-offline
nexus of structural disadvantage get little enough credit. 32

Even before news of mass online surveillance by the US and its allies (the UK, Canada,
Australia, and New Zealand) hit the headlines in 2013, agenda-setters at the UN and regional
level (e.g. the EU, Latin America) were stepping up the pace in order to make the internethuman rights interconnection more explicit, if not take control of setting the wider agenda. In
doing so the hope is that such high-level declarations of intent will become concrete policies,
change existing internet-business models pave the way for affordable forms of legal redress33.
This change of heart is palpable at the highest level of international political appointments. In
the wake of a strongly worded statement from the previous UN High Commissioner for
Human Rights, Navi Pillay about the human rights implications of US surveillance programs,
the UN Human Rights Council appointed Joe Cannataci as its first Special Rapporteur on the
right to privacy in 2015. The UN Special Rapporteur on the right to freedom of expression,
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David Kaye, continues to develop the digital and online sensibility to this work begun by his
predecessor. 34

It is also evident in the eventual engagement of international human rights organizations such
as Amnesty International, or Article 19 in this domain. These participants are now looking to
combine their advocacy profile with an awareness of the rights-implications of hi-tech
research and development trajectories; e.g. the implications of Artificial Intelligence, the
Internet of Things, state and commercial intrusions into private lives as the rule rather than the
exception. They are also addressing more systematically the security needs for carrying out
advocacy work on the ground, increasingly based on mobile phones, internet access and
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related social media outlets 35. The ninth Internet Governance Forum meeting in Istanbul in
2014 was a first for both Amnesty and Human Rights Watch in this respect, even if the
latter’s assessment of this UN-brokered event was less than enthusiastic36. These sorts of UNbrokered consultations are drenched with diplomatic protocol, hobbled by the constrictions of
Realpolitik and limitations of the host country’s attitudes to media and press freedoms. No
surprise then that grassroots activists and dedicated civil society networks with the technical
know-how and want-to would prefer to bypass these channels to concentrate on mobilizing
and educating in more immediate, media-friendly ways. Without such initiatives working
both against and alongside officialdom the mumbo-jumbo of UN-speak coupled with
commercially invested cyber-babble that lays claim to internet decision-making as a private
rather than public concern would be even more impenetrable. They would be even more
disconnected from the inch-by-inch, face-to-face work that has characterized both traditional
and internet-focused human rights advocacy to date. Ten years may be a lifetime in
computing terms but it is not very long at all for organizations like Amnesty or, indeed the
time it took for iconic documents such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights to be
granted the status of customary international law.

No Time for Complacency
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The time for rejoicing has been brief. The pushback from incumbent powers has begun, and
in earnest. As Lea Kaspar and Andrew Puddephat note “cybersecurity has become wholly
conflated with ‘national security’, with no consideration of what a ‘secure’ internet might
mean for individual users” 37. What this amounts to is the squeezing of robust rights-based
standards at the online-offline nexus by national security and, now global cybersecurity
imperatives. On the one hand we are seeing bills before legislatures around the world that are
legitimizing extensive policies of online surveillance that now include hacking and other
forms of telecommunications tapping at the infrastructural level38. Freshly minted rightsbased frameworks in one part of the world such as the Brazilian Marco Civil have come under
pressure as judiciaries and global corporations lock horns over their competing jurisdictional
claims for users’ personal data. The 48-hour blocking of Facebook’s Whatsapp in Brazil in
December of 2015 in the face of this US service provider’s purported refusal to recognize
Brazilian jurisdiction under the aforementioned Marco Civil is one example39. The UK
Investigatory Powers Act of 2016 still stands, the outcome of current litigation that Liberty
UK has brought against the Conservative government in the European Court of Human Rights
is pending while the Dutch government awaits the outcome of a national referendum on its
37
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version of the UK ‘Snooper’s Charter’ in turn. Meanwhile a raft of practices are already in
place that entail disproportionate levels of online tracking, data collection, retention and
manipulation on the part of those powerful commercial service providers who currently
monopolise global market-share 40.

This dependence on private service providers for basic access if not internet goods and
services is particularly acute in parts of the Global South where internet access is still patchy
and expensive. Yet it is also evident in parts of the Global North where health, education, and
public access to government services depend on outsourced, cloud computing services 41. For
these reasons I would argue that the human rights-internet advocacy nexus is at a critical
stage. Becoming visible in the increasingly search-engine defined domain of public
policymaking and related scholarly debates is one thing. Staying visible, not being drowned
out by hostile agendas, or captured and then defused by lobbies of every ilk is another. Not
only governments but so also are powerful vested interests in the commercial sector using the
law and electoral agendas, instrumentalizing different legal jurisdictions and public
sentiments to confound this newly gained ground.
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So why indeed pursue a human rights approach, rather than one in which terms such as
‘digital rights’ seem to have more traction in public imaginaries, sound less bogged down in
the complex and chequered cultural record of international human rights? Should advocates
adjust these terms of reference if appeals to existing human rights legal standards are still so
contentious, bound by national experiences and interests? Is the term human rights too
politically loaded, past its use-by date given the contentious historical legacy of international
human rights law and institutions? “Because we must” is one short answer. Another is that
campaign slogans such as ‘digital rights are human rights’ put the digital cart before the legal
horse. Whilst human rights may now be recognized as ipso facto digital rights, the converse is
not the case. Hence evoking human rights for the internet (however defined) remains a
political act, whatever the current state of international and national jurisprudence42.

Shami Chakrabarti, former director of the civil liberties charity, Liberty, points to another
response to the ‘why bother?’ challenge. Namely that cynicism and disinterest are the
privilege of those who believe they have “nothing to hide”, nothing to lose 43. Taking human
rights protections for granted is for those who believe their worldview, liberal democratic way
of life is beyond the need to re-examine the obligations that these historical and legal norms
42
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mean for our times. As formative, and necessary as they are, engaging in critical debates in
academe about the philosophical and legal vagaries of human rights norms are of a different
order of business to the advocacy work required to address how the full spectrum of human
rights norms relate to the future internet, to future visions for digital, plugged in and logged
on polities44. The need to move along the rest of this spectrum implies a longer-term historical
view of change. For instance, the reduction and parsing out of certain rights (freedom of
expression or privacy) ahead of others is one obstacle on this journey, because this privileging
of earlier, first generation treaties and covenants is the default position of incumbent powers.
Those legal standards that follow – for persons with disabilities, of the rights of children for
instance - and those that bespeak the whole panoply of international human rights norms such
as gender and women’s rights, and those pertaining to where the internet and the 2015
Sustainable Development Goals intersect are the points where scholars, and activists need to
keep on the pressure. 45
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Indeed, as this contribution goes to press in early 2018, I would argue that it is time to
become more daring in staking a claim that internet futures, however defined, behove all, not
just some of the international human rights law currently on the books. It is all too convenient
from an advocacy, social justice point of view, to note that international human rights, forged
by mid- 20th century horrors, are regularly contravened by those actors, UN member-states
and related agencies designated as custodians and enforcers of these laws and norms.
Different societies, their changing political regimes, and judiciaries interpret and
institutionalize these legal norms in ways that are both internally contradictory or challenge
the unitary understandings of these norms as universal. It is also a given that judiciaries and
legislatures are still catching up with how people – companies and state authorities – use
internet media and communications have already made a difference to the ability of existing
or pending laws to respond appropriately, and in good time. 46

And there is another reason why we should bother, rise above the comfort of intellectual
cynicism or sense of entitlement. Human rights frameworks, however contentious in
sociocultural terms, can provide a constructive and sustainable way to re-examine existing
democratic models and institutions as they reconstitute themselves at the online-offline nexus,
are deployed and leveraged by digitally networked forces of control and domination. Human
rights, as soft and hard law confront all internet-users whether they are laypersons or experts,
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political representatives and business leaders to be accountable for the outcomes of both
policy and design decisions. This challenge also applies to highly skilled employees of the
military-industrial establishment from which online surveillance programs (e.g. Echelon,
PRISM) and international collaborations between intelligence agencies (e.g. the
aforementioned Five Eyes program) have been developed. And it applies to educators,
managers, emerging and established scholarly and activist communities with a stake in the
outcome of this historical conjuncture. This is a time in which powerful forces have at their
disposal the computer-enhanced means to circumvent existing rights and freedoms, and do so
on a scale that begs discomforting comparisons with twentieth-century war machines of
industrialized domination, totalitarianism that now deploy 24/7, Big Brother-like forms of
surveillance-as-entertainment. If, as Bill Binney former technical director of the NSA turned
whistle-blower of the first hour, the “issue is the selection of data, not the collection of data”
47

then these engineering, software-design decisions are also sociopolitical issues. Putting

humans at the centre of the techno-led power matrix of thought and action that currently
dominates how internet policymaking is communicated is one way to confront antidemocratic designs on the planet’s future no less.

Two Steps Forward, Six Steps Back
The first iteration of a UN Resolution on the Internet and Human Rights in 2012
(A/HRC/20/L.13) was a fillip to human rights advocacy for the internet in the years leading
up to Snowden. Its eventual endorsement in 2014 intact underscored results already achieved.
47
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That said it has possibly already outlived its use-by date given the thinness of the wording,
despite the reiteration of these sentiments in the aforementioned UN General Assembly’s
adoption of the Outcome Document of the WSIS+10 meeting in 2015 48. As Parminder Jeet
Singh argued in an address to the UN General Assembly in this same meeting:
People, directly or through their representatives, alone can make public policy and
law. Neither business nor technical experts can claim special, exalted roles in public
policy decisions. Such a trend, as parts of civil society have noted with concern, is an
unfortunate anti-democratic development in Internet governance today. 49

Singh’s stance is from the Global South, a view from a trenchant critic of US corporate
ownership and control of the internet’s architecture and services. It is a position under fire as
the extent to which the public-private partnerships that developed and funded the online
surveillance and data-retention practices brought to light in recent years point the finger at
democratically elected governments. Nonetheless, for those member-states with less
geographical and techno-economic clout than those ruling over the UN Security Council, and
General Assembly, the aforementioned UN Human Rights Council Resolution and those
declarations that have ensued are landmarks in resisting techno-economic hegemony at the
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global rather than national level50. This is the point that Singh is making the ongoing fragility
of ordinary people’s ability to assert their rights under the law. The hopefulness in this
pronouncement pits international rights-based framings of internet design, access, and use
against the increasing tendency for governments around the world to retreat into national
security narratives, dust off laissez-faire approaches to the business of internet policy-making
that, at the end of the day, contradict these obligations.

The differences between how public and private actors work with successive generations of
human rights norms within and between national jurisdictions underscore these complexities.
Take for instance arguments around the legal status of privacy or freedom of speech in
different jurisdictions (e.g. between the US and EU) and their respective political economic
implications. Another case is the way in which competing rules for data retention in the
European Union, Latin America and Caribbean, or Asia-Pacific regions come up against
respective statutes of limitations, different national experiences of dictatorship (e.g. South
Korea, Latin America), and vast differences in infrastructure (India or Sub-Saharan Africa).
Looking ahead in light of the UN’s focus on all-things-internet in the Sustainable
Development Goals, the environmental and social costs of “connecting the next billion” in the
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Global South at any price reveals internet heartlands’ dependence on the precious metals and
unprotected labour of IT manufacturing and knowledge workers in these same regions. 51

Thinking about contemporary, and future of internet-media and communications within
human rights frameworks has changed the terms of debate, generated concrete action plans
that engage communities unused to these considerations. This shift from the margins to the
policy centre has also provided inspiration for a range of community-based and national
campaigns from civil society organizations. But what have yet to get going are more informed
discussions in local (schools, universities, hospitals, town halls) and national (parliaments and
businesses) settings. Until then debates about who, or what agency is responsible for tackling
the complex practicalities of human rights-informed decisions on the future of internet design,
access, use, and content management will stall in the quagmire of mutual recriminations
between vested interests. This is where historically aware and thorough critical scholarship
can start to unpack the sociocultural and techno-economic nuances of everyday online-offline
realities; not simply parrot the gung-ho rhetoric of vested interests looking to ring-fence
internet futures as business-as-usual, wherever these voices may reside.

Implementing human rights for future internet visions demands a next step at the level of
public discourse as well, from raising public awareness to education and international
coordination. Only then can human rights talk for how to run the internet make a difference in
those decision-making domains where ownership and control of the world’s ‘digital
imaginations’ take place without due democratic process, accountability, or with respect to
affordable, and culturally appropriate avenues of legal redress for ordinary “netizens”. This is
51
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where a lot of work remains; raising awareness and education but also developing robust
accountability mechanisms for not only disproportionate governmental surveillance agendas
but also the excesses of commercial exploitation of our digital footprints, and other misuses of
these technological capabilities for ‘global surveillance’ 52. Only then can human rights
frameworks in the round, and how specific rights and freedoms apply to the fast-changing
online environment at any given moment, be more than an exercise in empty rhetoric.
Chakrabarti puts her finger again on the sore spot - without mentioning the implications of an
Internet of Things - when she notes that to
scoop up everyone's data on the off chance that at some indefinite point in the future
some of us will fall under suspicion, or for the purpose of a "trawling expedition" to
find potential suspects, is the twenty-first-century equivalent of planting cameras and
microphones in every family home. 53

These considerations are not a western indulgence, pivoting on the history of human rights as
a response to the holocaust and refugee crisis in the aftermath of the Second World War.
Rather it is one that changes the political, and with that the techno-legal conversation about
the sociocultural dimensions to a generation of information and communications technologies
whose uses have been construed in narrow technical terms by and large. It demystifies the
way they work in terms of meaning making, community formation by social beings – and
52
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their avatars. It puts them back firmly in the remit of political struggle, democratic praxis, and
responses to the power modalities by which both consent and dissent are being
“manufactured” (to borrow from Noam Chomsky), reproduced, and re-circulated on a
planetary scale.

In Conclusion: Too much or not enough?
Bringing these reflections to some sort of conclusion, let us note an earlier UN Resolution as
Snowden’s revelations of mass online surveillance started to make the news headlines. This
resolution, on the right to privacy with respect to the online environment makes clear official
concerns at the
negative impact that surveillance and/or interception of communications, including
extraterritorial surveillance and/or interception of communications, as well as the
collection of personal data, in particular when carried out on a mass scale, may have
on the exercise and enjoyment of human rights, Reaffirming that States must ensure
that any measures taken to combat terrorism are in compliance with their obligations
under international law, in particular international human rights, refugee and
humanitarian law…the same rights that people have offline must also be protected
online, including the right to privacy…54
But there is still a long way to go if these sorts of high-level statements are able to meet the
challenges raised by the ways in which people using the internet already outstrip the legal
conventions and horizons of possibility that constitute national and international institutional
politics. Even if such recognition has symbolic value, and it is often easy to under-estimate
the power that resides in symbolic gestures, this statement of ‘deep concern’ is one reason to
be cheerful.
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Three points to sum up: First, what is needed from an advocacy and engaged intellectual
perspective is a strengthening not a weakening of resolve and analysis respectively. Hence I
would take issue with the claim by some commentators that “human rights aren’t enough any
more” 55. Notwithstanding a significant critical literature of how human rights in practice can
be more problem than cure, claiming that they do not go far enough misses the historical
conjuncture at which we find ourselves. It is moreover a short distance between this notion
and its counterpart, that human rights frameworks are “too much”, neither the “real thing” nor
up to scratch from a particular ethnocentric experience 56. In all respects such casual
dismissals overlook, if not wilfully misread the need for due diligence when forging new laws
that couple human rights with issues arising from how states, businesses, and individual (mis) uses of digital and networked communications. The relegation of human rights norms to the
dustbin of pre-internet times also dismisses the suffering of those millions these laws and
norms still address. Second, engaged scholars/activists need to keep intervening in what are
increasingly polarized debates, in so doing keep accompanying terms of reference, legislative
measures, and jurisprudence that would evoke human rights under critical scrutiny. Not all
rule of law is good. Nor are all judgments in human rights tribunals beyond reproach; these
treaties and covenants are themselves historical, and sociocultural artefacts. As such they are
contested outcomes, as are the precedents set by ensuing judicial rulings, in national and
international tribunals.
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Third, polemics on whether future visions for sustainable and inclusive internet-dependent
societies are either too much, or not enough mask another hazard. This is the popularity of
“internet freedom” narratives that instrumentalize rights-speak for short-term, self-serving
political or commercial agendas. Along with governmental and think tank pronouncements
that put jingoistic understandings of security ahead of civil liberties they obstruct the public
debates needed to consider sustainable internet futures in the longer-term. The selective
approach these discourses take by putting some rights and freedoms ahead of others also
dismisses the long, hazardous routes being travelled by current generations of suffering as
they struggle to get to the safety of the would-be free world. In this respect Walter Benjamin’s
reflections on Paul Klee’s 1920 image, Angelus Novus, have a cyberspatial dimension that we
would be ill advised to ignore57.

The hard work is only just beginning, that is the drip, drip, drip of legal, political and
intellectual labour to ensure that future generations on this planet get the media and
communications they deserve, in full, not in part. For these reasons alone both old hands and
new arrivals to human rights advocacy for the future internet cannot afford to get bogged
down in positions of power, status, entitlement, or privilege.
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